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The restaurant from Zaventem offers 16 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average $20.7. What
User likes about Patatrak:

best restaurant in the environment. diversified menu to please any palate and / or jealous of the day. excellent
wine. the service could improve if with a smile. but certainly very professional. it will remain our favorite

restaurant for the time. read more. The rooms in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used
with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, and there is complimentary WiFi. What Narjiss E doesn't like about

Patatrak:
Very good service, should go a little light on the sauces.. that’s too bad The meat is very good but it is a pity all
the amount of sauce around .. The hot goat like it swims in a honey sauce, choking by force. read more. This

Bistro stands out for its smallness, but finesse, not only for its ambiance, but also due to its offerings of typical,
delectable meals at traditionally small prices, and you can look forward to traditional Italian cuisine with classics
like pizza and pasta. There are also scrumptious menus typical for Europe, look forward to the typical delicious

French cuisine.
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Beef dishe�
FILET MIGNON

Cereal�
STARTING

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

ITALIAN

Desser�
MOËLLEUX AU CHOCOLAT 7 €

TARTE TATIN 9 €

LA DAME BLANCHE PATATRAK 8 €

Starter�
L'OS A MOËLLE ET SES TOASTS 13 €

LE FOIE DE CANARD POÊLÉ SUR
LIT D'EPINARD FRAIS 19 €

LES SAINT-JACQUES AU BEURRE
DE CAROTTES 19 €

Mai� Cours�
LES RIS DE VEAU GRILLÉ
BÉARNAISE 30 €

LE CHATEAUBRIAND (2CVTS 750G) 45 €

LE PAVÉ DE CABILLAUD SUR LIT
DE CHICONS 25 €

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

SCALLOP

SENF
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 18:00-22:00 18:00-
22:00
Thursday 12:00-14:00 18:00-22:00
Friday 12:00-14:00 18:00-22:00
Saturday 18:00-22:00 18:00-22:00
Sunday 12:00-18:00 18:00-22:00
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